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A series of gambrel roof arch designs for farm buildings has been
published by the Canada Plan Service, based on the previous 1976
wood code. One of these designs (M-9257) was constructed, load-
tested and reanalyzed according to the present 1984 wood code using
a more sophisticatedcomputer program. Tested according to the farm
building code (Task Group on Farm Buildings 1983), two groups of
five arches exceeded original design expectations, with failure loads
averaging 3.15 and 3.00 times the originaldesign load. A deformation
analysis basedon rows of point loads as tested gaveexcellentpredic
tions (87-115% of mean test deformations at design load). Reanalysis
of the arch using increased bending and axial compression strengths
specified in the present code (Technical Committee on Engineering
Design in Wood 1984) confirmed that the originaldesignwas under
rated; the design snowload could now be safelyincreased from 1.92
to 2.3 kPa if two lateral supports are added and respaced to resist
compression bucklingin two secondarybrace members.

INTRODUCTION

Jackson and Turnbull (1979) published information on com
puter-designed gambrel roof arches for farm buildings. These
arches were designed to use standard-sized Canadian lumber
framemembersconnected with plywood gusset plates and con
cretenails. Subsequently the CanadaPlan Service (CPS) pub
lished a catalogue of these arch designs, Plan M-9250 (Anon
ymous 1979), including 27 spans from 6.0 to 21.6 m. The
original designs were based solely on computer-assisted anal
ysis, using design rules and allowable wood stresses from the
CSA Code for Engineering Design in Wood (Technical Com
mittee onEngineering Design in Wood 1976), hereafter called
the "previous wood code". No full-scale testing was done at
thattime to verify the designs. For the popular spruce-pine-fir
species group, thepresent wood code (Technical Committee on
Engineering Design inWood 1984) includes specified strengths
thatareconsiderably increased overthosegivenin theprevious
code.

Later, provincial extension engineers observed that rural
builderswerereluctantto acceptthe designs, apparentlybecause
the frame member sizes given for typical Canadian climatic
loads were larger thantheusual practice forthistraditional farm
roof construction.

OBJECTIVES

It was decided to load-test a popular span (13.2 m) from the
CPS gambrel roof arch series under simulated climatic loads.
The objectives were (1) to compare test strengths with those
predicted by computer analysis, using the increased specific
strengths now given for the most common Canadian lumber
group andgrade, No. 2 spruce-pine-fir (S-P-F); (2) to evaluate
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the accuracy of a computer model in predicting arch stiffness
characteristics; and (3) most important, to determine if the CPS
gambrel roof arch series could be safely re-rated to higher cli
matic loads, thus improving their acceptability for farm build
ing construction.

PROCEDURES

Selecting the Test Conditions
The original computer program (Jackson and Turnbull 1979)
considered several combinations of dead load with snow and
wind, selected as appropriate from Supplement No. 4 (Asso
ciate Committee 1977). It was quickly seen that load-testing for
all the load combinations previously considered would be
impossible. Snow loads in combination with wind would be
especially difficult with the test rig facilities available in the
CPS laboratory, because wind loads perpendicular to the roof
surfaces would require a variety of loading angles. However,
gravity loads (snow, dead), being vertical, could be easily
simulated.

Theoriginal computer analysis (Jackson andTurnbull 1979)
showed that the gambrel arch is particularly vulnerable to
unsymmetrical loading such as snow drifted onto one side. It
wasseenthatunsymmetrical snowplusdeadloadcouldbe sim
ulated with some modifications to the cable-and-pulley system
used previously to testgable rooftrusses (Turnbull et al. 1983).

The National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) (Associate
Committee 1985) does not specifically givedesignsnow loads
for gambrel roofs, but it gives general rules for determining
design snow loads on peaked-roof structures. These can be
interpreted for the special case of thegambrel roof. The spec
ified loading S due to roof snow is:

o »j0.Cb.Cw.Cs.Ca (1)

where:

S0 = ground snow load (kPa),
Cb = basic roof snow load factor (0.8)
Cw = wind exposure factor, 1.0forsheltered, 0.75forexposed
Cs = slope factor; for a ^ 30°, Cs = 1.0 and for 30°< a ^
70°, Cs = (1.0-(a-30°))/40°,
Ca = accumulation factor; 1.25 for leeward side of peak,
a = roof slope, degrees from horizontal.

TheCPS gambrel roofarchPlanM-9257, chosen for testing
because of its apparently high load/span characteristic and its
popular span (13.2 m), has an upper rafter slope a = 24° and
lower rafter slope a = 55°. Thus, for gambrel arch plan M-
9257 with 38 x 235-mm rafters spaced at 0.6 m, in wind-
sheltered locations not influenced by adjacent higher roofs, the
design snow loadfor testing the upperleeward rafteris
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Figure 1. Plan view ofthe strongback, pulley-cable system for dead and live loads, and dimensions ofthe test arch.

S = 50(0.8)(1.0)(1.0)(1.25)
= 1.0 S0
= 1.92 kPa

and for the lower rafter is

S = 50(0.8)(1.0)(0.375)(1.25)
= 0.375 50
= 0.72 kPa

For the unbalanced snow load condition, only two simultaneous
snow loads need tobeconsidered, thus requiring only one test
series. However, farm building roofs often have slippery roof
surfaces such as galvanized steel. Provided the sloped roof sur
face is well above the ground and there is nothing to interfere
with snow sliding off the roof (as would be the case where a
steel gambrel roof is used on a two-story barn with vertical
lower walls), snow is likely to slide first off the lower, steeper
part, reducing the lower rafter snow load to zero. It was decided
to add a second test series to evaluate this special condition
applicable to the two-story barn.

The original analysis for plan M-9257 was based on the pre
vious wood code. With 38 X 235-mm rafters spaced at0.6 m,
this analysis gave a safe design ground snow load of1.92 kPa.'
This corresponds to an upper leeward rafter distributed snow
load of0.6(1.0)(1.92) = 1.152 kN/m ofhorizontal span. For
the lower leeward rafter the corresponding snow load is either
0.6(0.375)(1.92) = 0.432 kN/m of span (series I), or zero
(seriesII). For both test series the distributed dead load assumed
was 0.6(0.29)/cos a, giving 0.30 kN/m oflower rafter span and
0.19 kN/m of upper rafter span.

Test apparatus and procedures
Full dead load was applied at the start of each test run and
maintained at that level while live load (snow) was added step
wise over time (step-ramp loading). This required two inde
pendent cable-and-pulley systems, each readjusted atevery step
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Figure 2. Parallelogram clamps for test arch lateral support and linear-
motion potentiometers for sensing "vertical" and "horizontal" arch
deformation.

to give the predetermined distributed load. Pulley spacings and
cable angles were calculated to deliver the required loads in
proper relation toeach other. Figure 1shows a plan view of the
steel strongback used previously (Turnbull et al. 1983) and the
two pulley-cable systems used for dead and live loading. For
series II where the snow load was zero on the lower leeward
rafter, the "lower rafter" part ofthe "snow load" cable-pulley
circuit was bypassed.

Electronic tension load links (Strainsert, model TLLR, 8.9-
kN capacity) were installed at pulleys as close as possible to
each end of the two pulley arrays. The load links were wired
to transmit load signals to aKaye Digistrip IIdata-logger. Gam
brel arch movements were measured by four pairs of linear
motion potentiometers (no. LF-30063150-0-D, Waters Mfg.,
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Table I. Arch deformations at design load

Left hip 3 Ridge 5 Right rafter 6 Right hip 7

Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz.

Series I

Measured

Mean (mm) 18.43 25.45 1.50 15.90 24.61 26.93 20.63 26.24

Variance 1.08 2.50 1.73 0.56 1.60 1.90 0.74 0.95
Standard 1.04 1.58 1.32 0.75 1.26 1.38 0.86 0.97

deviation

Mean resultant 31.42 15.97 36.48 33.38

Predicted resultant 30.86 18.35 36.24 34.67

Predicted/measured 0.98 1.15 0.99 1.04

mean resultant

Series II

Measured

Mean (mm) 16.60 23.42 3.13 13.89 23.67 24.05 18.96 22.96

Variance 4.29 8.08 3.01 1.37 8.73 6.25 2.77 3.94

Standard deviation 2.07 2.84 1.73 1.17 2.95 2.50 1.66 1.98

Mean resultant 28.71 14.24 33.74 29.78

Predicted resultant 26.08 14.27 29.27 24.96

Predicted/measured 0.91 1.00 0.87 0.84

mean resultant

Inc., Wayland, Mass.). The linear potentiometers were set to
indicate "vertical" and "horizontal" movements in the plane
of the test arch (Fig. 2).

Test arch construction

Ten test arches were constructed according to Plan M-9257,
using No. 2 or better S-P-F lumber group. Green lumber as
received fromthe retail yard was used withoutany reselection.
Plywood gusset plates were cut from nominal 12.5-mm Doug
las fir, "exterior sheathing" grade, 4-ply layup. Nails were4
x 64-mm (nominal 2xh in.) spiral concrete nails by Stelco.
After assembly, thehalf-arch specimens were stacked horizon
tally for almost a year outdoors under a portable rain-cover
allowing free natural air circulation.

The following summer, the half-arches were taken indoors
in random order, assembled at the roof peak and mounted in
the testing rig (Fig. 1). Arches were supported on ball-jointed
parallelograms allowing free movement inthe plane ofthe arch
butcontrolling buckling movements perpendicular to the arch
plane (Fig. 2). These supporting parallelograms, described pre
viously (Turnbull et al. 1983), were positioned to duplicate as
closely as possible the lateral support provided by exterior roof
purlins and interior strapping specified inplan M-9257. At the
base of each half-arch, the lower rafter end was placed to bear
in a fitted pocket welded to the steel strongback. The pocket
allowed in-plane rotation of the lower rafter endbutprevented
outward sliding and "vertical" settlement. Moisture content of
thewood frames ranged from 13.4to 17.8% at time of testing.

Loading schedule
The gambrel arches were step-ramp loaded according to code
requirements (Task Group on Farm Buildings 1983), making
each test a 2-d operation. Figure 3 illustrates the load/time
schedule. The dead load was applied first by simultaneously
cranking thetwo "deadload" winches upto0.361 kN, asindi
cated by the load-links at the two end pulleys. Then the live
loadwasadded stepwise, increasing by 1/12of the unfactored
design live load ateach10-min interval, thus arriving atdesign
live load in 2 h. Then followed at 1-h hold period while one
technician watched the data-logger and nudged up the cable

winches whenever required to maintain essentially constant
loads. During the afternoon, the step-loading wasresumed for
another 2 h up to twice design load and then heldconstant for
24 h. After surviving this extended load, the arches were sub
sequently loaded to failure. During the overnight hold it was
not found necessary to monitor and maintain the loads since
load losses due to creep were found to be small.

Deformation Analysis
Arch deformations were recorded at each load increment by the
four pairs of linear-motion potentiometers. Deformations
recorded at full unfactored design load were compared with
deformations predicted by a linear elastic analysis, using a
Canadian version of the computer program PPSA-II (Masse
1986). The arch was considered asastatically determinate frame
consisting of a connected series of beam elements, each
deforming elastically according to traditional slope-deflection
theory. The nailed connections were assumed to slip in pro
portion to the axial force, up to1.27 mm (corresponding tofull
design nail load).

The previous analysis (Jackson and Turnbull 1979) also
assumed a statically-determinate frame but the joints at sills,
hips, ridge and the ends of each rafter brace were considered
astruly pinned (no nail deformation, nomoment transfer across
thejoint). Nodeformation analysis was done then.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Predicting arch deformations
Table I shows the mean deformation components recorded at
four points along the top of the test arches. Also given are the
resultant deformations predicted by the computer analysis.

When the computer model was based on the actual location
and magnitude of thepoint loads imposed by thecable-pulley
system, instead of theuniformly-distributed loads that the sys
tem was intended to simulate, the analysis achieved an excellent
prediction ofthe resultant deformations. Table I gives ratios of
predicted/recorded mean resultant deformations. These ranged
from an underestimate of 0.84 to an overestimate of 1.15.

The greatest mean resultant deformation recorded was
36.48 mm at the "right rafter 6", series I; this agreed very
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Figure 3. Load/time diagram for the gambrel roofarch tests.

*

closely with the corresponding predicted deformation of 36.24
mm. This mean deformation represents 36.48/13,200, or1/362
of the arch span. Beyond reporting the variance and standard
deviations in Table I, itwas not considered necessary to exam
ine the deformation of individual arches because of load-shar
ing in typical arch buildings.

Arch failure loads

Table II gives the failure load and mode of failure foreach of
the 10 arches tested. Six of the ten arches failed due to bending-
compression in the upper right rafter, at or above the upper
brace joint 6 (Fig. 4).

Figure 5 shows moment diagrams and factored load/resis
tance ratios calculated for series I and II atpulley-point loads
corresponding tofull design distributed load. Again, the Cana
dian version ofthe PPSA-II computer program (Masse 1986)
was used for thecalculations. Factored loadresistance ratios C
were combined for each point inthe arch that might be critical,
as follows:

P, M,
1.0 (2)

where:

Pf = factored axial load (N),
Mf = factored bending moment (N.mm),
PT = factored resistance parallel to grain (N),
MT = factored bending moment resistance (N.mm).
Factored forces, moments and resistances in Eq. 2 were cal
culated according to the present wood code (Technical Com
mittee on Engineering Design in Wood 1984). Assumed resis-
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Table II. Arch failure loads and failure modes
Test Failure/design Failure

Series no. load ratio locationt Failure mode
1 3.34 5-6 Rafter bending,

at knot
2 2.68 5-6 Rafter bending

I 3 3.22 5-6 Rafter bending
4 3.49 4 Rafter bending,

compression
knot

5

Mean
3.00

3.15
6 Rafter bending

6 3.08 2-4 Brace buckling,
initial warp

7 3.30 2-4 Brace buckling,
initial warp

n 8 2.26 5-6 Rafter bending,
at knot

9 3.62 4 Nailed joint, at
upper chord

10

Mean
2.73

3.00
5-6 Rafter bending

tLocation numbers correspond toFigs. 4 and 5.

tance factors were based on load-sharing, dry service and 2mo
load duration (snow). Also assumed was the 0.8 importance
factor on live loads applicable to low human occupancy farm
buildings.

Based on Fig. 5, the most critical member in the arch is the
leftrafter brace (member 2-4), with combined stress ratios C =
0.913 and 0.84 in series I and II, respectively. Nevertheless,
all but one ofthe series I arches failed in the upper right rafter,
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Figure 4. Mean and predicted deformation vectors for CPS gambrel arch M-9257, at full unbalanced
design load (series I). Deformaion scale is 100 times arch scale.
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Figure 5.Gambrel roof arch load diagrams, factored moment diagrams and factored load/resistance ratios,
series I and II as tested.
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at or near node 6 where the combined stress ratio greatly exceeds
the other rafter stresses. The series II tests produced two buck
ling failures in the left brace, as would be expected based on
the C-ratios. The fact that more failures did not occur in the

critical left brace may be because the parallelogram supports
actually provided better lateral support than was assumed in
choosing the effective unsupported length, for analysis. Plan
M-9257 calls for one lateral support at midlength of the brace
and one under the rafter at the end of each brace-to-rafter joint
(nodes 2, 4, 6 and 8, Fig. 5). Increasing to two lateral supports
for each brace, at 1/3 points, would reduce the C-ratio from
0.91 to 0.63. Then the brace would no longer be the critical
member and the arch design loads could be increased
considerably.

Based on C-ratios, one would expect the series II tests to
give higher failure/design load ratios than series I, therefore the
lower mean failure/design load ratio for series II is not as
expected (3.00, versus 3.15 for series I). Series II had the ran
dom misfortune to have (in test 8) a weak knot located at the
critical point 6, causing it tofail atonly 2.26times design load,
a fact that reduced the mean value to 3.00 for the series.

Design load adjustments

Figure 6 shows the results of a reanalysis based on uniformly-
distributed live and dead loads according to the building code
(Associate Committee 1985), giving member bending moments
and C-ratios basedon the present woodcode (Technical Com
mittee on Engineering Design in Wood 1984). Bending
moments and C-ratios differ only slightly from the "test"
moments and C-ratios shown in Fig. 5, demonstrating that the
physical model as tested was a good simulation of code
requirements.

Figure 6 shows that the left brace is the highest-stressed
member (C = 0.89), under deadplus unbalanced snow load.
However, adding a second lateral support to both braces would

shift the critical location to the upper rafter (node 6) where C =
0.10 (dead) + 0.75 (snow) = 0.85. Therefore, the design snow
load could be easily and safely increased by a factor of (1.00
- 0.10)/0.75 = 1.20. This also implies a corresponding
increase in the number of nails specified at critical joints.

Referring again to Table II, the mean failure load for the
series II tests was 3.00 times the design load based on 1.92 kPa
snow plus dead loads. If this original design ground snow load
were increased by the 1.20 factor, to 2.3 kPa, the ratio of mean
failure load/design load would probably reduce to 2.5. Thus,
it is probable that a load-sharing group of arches would easily
pass the 24-h holding load of 2.0 times design live load, as
required by the farm buildingcode (TaskGroup on FarmBuild
ings 1983).

CONCLUSIONS

Ten gambrel roof arches constructed according to CPS plan
M-9257, when tested tofailure, exceeded strength expectations
based onthe previous wood code. Areanalysis done according
tothe present wood code (Technical Committee onEngineering
Design in Wood 1984) implied that the original unfactored
design ground snow load of 1.92kPacould safely be increased
to 2.3 kPa, an increase of 20%. The most important design
change needed to achieve this increase is to use two respaced
lateral supports instead ofone, for each ofthe secondary brace
members 2-4 and6-8 (Fig. 4). A proportional increase in the
nail numbers at some joints would also be advisable, to handle
the increased snow load. Wind loading was not considered in
any of the above analyses or tests.

Arch deformations atfull design load were predicted ingood
agreement with mean test results, using a modified PPSA II
computer program (Mass6 1986) with point loads (as tested)
used inthe computer model. Mean maximum point deformation
for a group of 5 test arches (series II) was 1/362 of the arch
span, indicating verysatisfactory stiffness.
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C = 0.35,

C = 0.45

Figure 6. Gambrel roof arch loading diagram according to code, giving factored bending moments and
factored load/resistance ratios at critical locations.
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It is apparent that considerable construction economies could
be realizedas a result of redesigning the 80 arches includedin
theM-9250 series to the present wood code. Thisredesign pro
cess should involve the checking of other loads (wind) and load
combinations according to code (Associate Committee 1985).
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